CHAPTER XII

The Law Library:

Books, Serials, and Manuscripts

The Law Library, housed in the Legal Research Building,

is administered by a member of the faculty who serves as di-

rector, assisted by a staff of specialists in modern library

methods, linguists, and experts in foreign law and jurispru-

dence. In recent years the Library has became one of the out-

standing collections in the world. It is an important center of

legal research, not only for the faculty and students of the Law

School but for lawyers, judges, and scholars from other insti-

tutions in American and foreign countries.

On July I, [1958] the Library contained 283,775 bound

volumes, in addition to large numbers of pamphlets, reprints,

and documents, which are not included in the statistics of

accessions. The collection includes all of the published reports

of the American federal and state courts and, in addition,

the court reports of Great Britain, her dominions and colonies,

and of the principal European and South American countries.

The constitutions, codes, and statutes of most foreign coun-

tries, as well as of the American states, are kept up to date in

the collection. A large section of the Library is devoted to

treatises on all phases of law and legal science, and there are

extensive special collections in the fields of Roman law, in-
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ternational law, criminology, trials, briefs and transcripts,

biography, and legal bibliography. The Library contains

nearly complete files of the leading legal periodicals published

throughout the world.

Although intended primarily to serve the research needs of

the Law School, the Library is open to all persons having need

for legal materials. Special office facilities are provided for

visiting lawyers and judges whose needs require such service.1

This description of the Law Library as it existed in 1958-1959 should

be contrasted with another description for 1859-1860. Writing in

1898, Bradley M. Thompson, a member of the first law class and Pro-

fessor of Law from 1888 to 191I, stated:

... The law library occupied a room covering what is

now the east half of Major Soule's office.2 The first law

1 Announcement, 1959-1960, p. i .

2 "This room was in the old South Wing of University Hall, though it was a

decade and a half later before the Hall itself was built." Shirley Smith, Harry Burns

Hutchins and the University of Michigan (1951), p. 275.
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librarian was a raw youth who had come to work his way

through the department as so many have done since that time,

Isaac Marston, of the class of '61 .... The library contained

about three hundred and fifty volumes and included the Michi-

gan Reports, some ten volumes, the New York Common Law

and Chancery Reports, Pennsylvania Reports and the Reports

of some of the New England States. The library room was

furnished with a rough deal table, a few wooden chairs, and

was heated by a box stove. Marston's principal duty as librar-

ian was to feed the stove and sweep the floor.3

Although the Department of Law was authorized and a Law Faculty

selected in March of 1859, it was not until June 28, 1859 that the

Regents instructed the Committee on the Law Department:

.. . [to] purchase not exceeding $2,ooo worth of law

books for said Department; provided that such purchase can be

made on the following terms, to wit: the payment of $1,ooo

on the delivery of the books at the University, and the balance

of $I,ooo one year thereafter.4

Two days later the same committee:

. . . [was] directed to make necessary and suitable prepara-

tions for the Law Library and the Law Department and a sum

not exceeding $0oo be and is hereby authorized to be expended
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for that purpose.5

Whether any books were actually purchased before the Department

opened, cannot be ascertained. The advertisement announcing the open-

ing of the Law Department stated:

. ..Students will have access to the University Law

Library, which is to be immediately procured, but in view of

the purely nominal charges to which they will be subject, they

are expected to provide for themselves the ordinary textbooks

which they will have occasion to use at their rooms.6

The Regents' Proceedings, for October 4, 1859, show that Thomas

McIntyre Cooley offered to donate some books to the Law Library which

were accepted with "the thanks of the Board." '

s Bradley M. Thompson, "The First Law Class," 4 Michigan Alumnus 298 at 300

(1898).

4 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 85o.

SId., p. 853.

6 Detroit Weekly Tribune, July 5, 1859.

7 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 860. No list of these books has been preserved

in the Cooley Papers, located in the Michigan Historical Collections, University of

Michigan, although Lewis VanderVelde, Director of the Collections, states that it

would have been characteristic of Cooley to have made and preserved such a list.
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Other than the statement made by Bradley M. Thompson in 1898,

there is little evidence concerning the contents of the Law Library in

1859. The University Catalogue for 186o stated:

While several copies of each of the leading textbooks will

be found in the Library, it is exceedingly desirable that stu-

dents should supply themselves with such as they may need at

their rooms ... .8

Some indication of the value placed on the books themselves may be

derived from the fact that on December 20, 1859, the Finance Com-

mittee of the Regents was authorized ". .. to perfect insurance in the

sum of $1,500 on the Law Library." 9

To provide necessary care for the Law Library, the Law Faculty was

directed by the Regents on October 5, 1859:

. . . to employ one of the Law Students to act as Librarian

in the care of the Law Library and authorized to remit to the

Law Student so employed the entire of his fees to the Uni-

versity as compensation for such service."0

The next year, the Regents appropriated fifteen dollars ". .. to pay

for the services of the Law Librarian." On March 29, 1864, this

annual salary was increased to thirty dollars 12 and on March 28, 1865,

to one hundred dollars."3 This remuneration, scanty even for that

period, may explain why in 1862, the Regents were concerned over
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"securing the books in the Law Library," and thereupon requested the

"Law Professors . . . to present . . . some suitable plan .. ."4

In the afternoon of the same day:

A communication was received from the Law Faculty in

reply to a resolution of the Board containing a plan for the

security of the books in the Law Library.

On motion of Regent Baxter, the communication was

accepted, said plan adopted, and Professor Cooley authorized

to see the same carried into effect."

The Regents' Proceedings, however, contain no details of this "plan."

While the Regents were able to provide some degree of custodial care

8 Catalogue, State University of Michigan, i860, p. 62.

9 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 866.

10 Id., p. 863.

xt Id., p. 925.

12 Regents' Proceedings, 1864-1870, p. 31.

3s Id., p. 79.

14 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 993.

15 Id., p. 994.
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for the Law Library, the problem of procuring books was less easy to re-

solve. The University Catalogue for 1860 gave a description of the

Law Library:

A well selected and very useful Law Library has been pur-

chased and arranged for the use of students, and which will be

open for consultation at all reasonable hours. The rooms of

the Professors adjoin the Library, and they will be ready at all

times to furnish to students such aid in their studies and in-

vestigations as they may desire."'

The Law Faculty, however, apparently did not share the Administra-

tion's favorable opinion of the contents of the Library or the reading

room facilities. On March 27, I86o, a communication from the Law

Professors was received by the Regents in which, after recommending

twenty-four students for graduation and making certain observations

on the events of the preceding year, the Faculty stated:

Permit us however to suggest that we have been con-

siderably inconvenienced by want of room for library and

reading purposes for the students. They are altogether too

much crowded in their present quarters. It is also highly de-

sirable that all should be done which is possible to increase the

Library. In addition to what can be done with your own means

we beg leave to suggest the propriety of an appeal to the
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members of the Bar, throughout the State to furnish such

books from their private Law Libraries as they can spare for

our collection. We think much can be accomplished in this way

if the project receives your sanction.17

The Regents agreed to the request and appropriated a sum "not to

exceed $Io . . . for the publication of a circular from the Law Faculty

requesting a donation of law books, etc., to the Law Library of the

University." "

When the Law Building was erected in 1863, the Law Library was

removed to facilities described as follows:

... .a spacious and comfortable room adjoining the

Lecture Hall in the same building. This Library is open to

students ten hours each day, under such regulations as

render it a convenient and suitable place, not only for consulta-

tion, but also for regular study, to those who see fit to make

use of it for that purpose."

16 Catalogue, State University of Michigan, i86o, pp. 61-62.

17 Regents' Proceedings, 1837-1864, p. 903.

1i Id., p. 896.

"9 Id., p. 1073.
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In 1866 the Law Library received its second substantial gift of books,

the first having been made by Cooley in 1859. Richard Fletcher, a

former Justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Court, presented about

eight hundred volumes of his law library to the Law Department. The

Board of Regents accepted "with profound thanks, the liberal donation

.. ." 20 and established the Fletcher Professorship of Law in acknowl-

edgment of the gift.2'

The 1866-1867 University Catalogue, called attention to the Fletcher

gift:

Within the last year the Hon. Richard Fletcher, one of

the Justices of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, has gen-

erously donated to the Department his valuable law Library,

and the principal portion of it will soon be in the building and

open to the use of students.22

Eleven years after the opening of the Law Department, and three

years after the Fletcher donation, the inadequacies of the Law Library

were such that Acting President Henry S. Frieze called attention to

them in the President's Report for 1869-1870:

The increase of the Law Library, and especially some im-

provement in the arrangements by which this library may be

rendered at once more accessible and safe, are at the present

moment so important that I would suggest the propriety of
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referring the subject to a special committee. The Law Library

is emphatically its apparatus. It should always be borne in

mind, that while large expenditures are frequently and neces-

sarily made for instruments and material appliances of every

kind in our various technological and medical courses, the Law

Department absolutely needs, and justly claims, a propor-

tionate outlay for its indispensable and only apparatus of

books. Nor should it be forgotten that the limited number of

the Law Faculty, renders this Department far less expensive

than the others in the matter of salaries.2

The next year, Frieze expressed this hope:

. . . The enlargement of the law library, which is the press-

ing want of this department, I trust will be brought about by

the negotiations now pending for the purchase of a large and

valuable private collection.2"

20 Regents' Proceedings, 1864-1870, pp. 129, 132, 139. More details concerning the

Fletcher gift appear in Part II, XII: I.

21 Id., p. 154.

22 Catalogue, 1866-1867, p. 78.

23 Regents' Proceedings, 1870-1876, p. 72.

24 Id., p. 127.
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These negotiations were terminated, however, when the Regents on

July 1, 1871, concluded that they were unable to purchase the library

in question "on account of the stringent financial condition of the

University." 25

In his 1871-1872 Report, Frieze continued to emphasize the needs of

the Law Library:

I venture to commend the needs of the Law Library to the

consideration of all who are interested in the highest suc-

cess of our flourishing Law Department. This Library is the

only apparatus which this department asks to be supplied with

for its large and important work. As no other department

brings so large pecuniary return to the University in pro-

portion to the expense it entails, it is but just that the library

be supplied with liberality. The deficiencies upon its shelves

are serious.2

These deficiencies, referred to by Frieze, may account for the scarcity

of information in the University records concerning the number and

kinds of volumes in the Law Library." It was said in 1898 that there

had been about 350 volumes in the library when the Department

opened.28 By 1867-1868, after the Fletcher gift, there were said to be

about 3,000 volumes.29 On September 30, 1884, the University Librar-

ian reported that the General Library had been removed from the Law
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Building and that the Law Library, numbering 4,500 volumes:

25 Id., p. 133.

26 Id., p. 202. See also Regents' Proceedings, I881-1886, pp. 427-28 for a letter,

written on December 12, 1883 to the Regents by Charles A. Kent, Dean of the Law

Department, which stated in part:

"For some time past it has seemed to the Faculty of Law to be highly desirable that

a considerable addition of books should be made to the Library of this Department,

in order that it may be placed more nearly on an equality with the libraries of law

schools of equal rank, and to the end that our students may have such facilities for in-

dividual research and investigation as will enable them to prosecute their studies with

advantages equal to those afforded elsewhere. At the beginning of the year, so urgent

were our necessities in this respect, that arrangements were made to partially meet

our wants by the purchase of some much needed text-books, and of a set of the Ameri-

can Decisions. We were also compelled to expend about one hundred dollars in re-

binding some of the books, which had been in constant use in the Library for years.

In this way an indebtedness has been incurred of two hundred and fifteen dollars over

and above the sum of five hundred dollars appropriated by the Board at its meeting

on November 7th, 1883 . . .

"The funds placed at our disposal have made it impossible for us to continue our

set of the English Appellate Reports. It is very desirable that the set should be com-

pleted by purchasing the Reports from the year 1875 to the present time. .. ."

27 For information showing total books and additions for the Law Library, insofar

as available, see Part II, XII: 2.
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. . . was placed in the room made vacant by the removal

of the General Library as soon as that could be prepared for its

reception. Readers were admitted about the middle of Janu-

ary. There is now an abundance of room, both for the books

and for those who wish to consult them; and, in the few visits

that I have been able to make, I was led to the conclusion that

the collection is under much more efficient management than

it has ever been before. The Assistant in charge of it, Mr.

Vance, has a care for the books, is full of ingenious devices for

their preservation, and devotes to his work an amount of time

and painstaking that is quite out of proportion to his compen-

sation.30

Two hundred and thirty-five (235) volumes of Text Books

Reports, Digests, and Statutes have been added.

Eight Journals are taken, three of which are sent gratui-

tously.

I would recommend that as soon as possible something be

done for the greater security and better accommodation of

the Fletcher Library . .. . 3

It was fortunate that the Law Library had somewhat better physical

accommodations after the removal of the General Library from the

Law Building, for the number of volumes in it was almost doubled in
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February 1885 when Christian Buhl of Detroit presented his collection

of law books.

According to Jerome C. Knowlton, who was appointed Assistant Pro-

fessor of Law in 1885 :

Mr. Buhl had collected this library for the benefit of the

citizens of Detroit. He was not a lawyer, but some of the lead-

ing members of the Detroit bar were his personal friends and

daily associates. Their needs were made known to him. Actu-

ated by that generous public spirit, which guided him through-

out his life, he caused to be carefully selected a complete library

of English and American text-books and reports. This collec-

28 Thompson, supra note 3.

29 Gertrude E. Woodard, MS. in Law Library, University of Michigan. See also

University of Michigan Catalogue, 1867-1868, p. 83.

80 Joseph W. Vance, on November 8, 1883, was "appointed Assistant Librarian to

have charge of the Law Library, at a salary of two hundred and fifty dollars per

year." Regents' Proceedings, i881-1886, p. 417. On July 16, 1884, the Regents ac-

cepted the recommendation of the Committee on Salaries to increase the salary of the

Law Librarian from $250 to $400o per year. Id., p. 467.

aU Id., pp. 5og9-io.
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tion became his pet. He enjoyed seeing it grow. Its care was

his diversion.

In 1884 certain changes were made in Detroit which de-

prived the Buhl library of its original field of usefulness. Mr.

Buhl was troubled to know what to do with it. It was valued at

$15,ooo although much more had been spent in collecting it.

He was besieged by book agents who were anxious to sell it

for him. Many publishing houses offered to purchase it. For

six months he considered the subject and finally determined

that it should not be sold. He did not relish the idea of

witnessing the breaking up of what he had taken so much

pains in collecting. To one of his friends he said: "I will place

that library where it will be forever preserved. I will give it to

the University of Michigan." 2

The Regents accepted the Buhl gift at their March 24, 1885 meeting

and ordered the correspondence relating to the gift to be included in the

Proceedings.33

The condition of the Law Library at the time Buhl presented his

collection is indicated by the following extract from President James

Angell's letter to Buhl:

Allow me to thank you most heartily for your generous

offer of by far the largest gift which our Law Library has
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ever received . . . .

To show you that it will be of great use to us, I may say

that it will fill many sad gaps in our Law Library. How seri-

ous these gaps are I almost hesitate to say. But the truth is

that although we have law students from all over the

Union, there are thirty States and Territories which are abso-

lutely unrepresented by a single volume of Reports. The

Canadian Reports and the Irish Reports are wanting, and our

English Reports and U. S. Circuit Court Reports are very

defective. More text-books are also needed. Many other seri-

ous wants might be specified.

We have only 4,400 volumes in all. The Harvard Law

Library numbers 25,000 volumes. The students in the law

schools in Boston, New York, Albany, Cincinnati, Chicago

and St. Louis have access to the large collections in those cities.

The only considerable donation the Law Library ever re-

ceived was that of the late Judge Fletcher, which numbered

about 700 volumes, and it has been possible for the Regents

with the funds at their disposal to increase the Library only at

2 Jerome Knowlton, "Christian Buhl," To Wit (1894), p. 124.

83 Regents' Proceedings, 1881-1886, p. 539. The correspondence between Buhl, the

Regents, the Law Faculty, and the law students, as well as the resolutions of the

Regents, appears in Part II, XII:3.
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a very slow rate. It is obvious that our collection has been al-

together inadequate to the real and pressing needs of a Law

School, which usually has from 300 to 400 students, which is

in fact one of the most important in the country, and which

gathers its students from all parts of the United States and

from the British Provinces.

You may, then, be assured that your gift, which at once

more than doubles the size of our Law Library, and furnishes

the kind of works we especially need, is most welcome to

us . . . 84

In spite of the Buhl gift, the Law Library still had serious gaps in its

basic collection, as pointed out in a letter of March 24, 1885 from the

Law Faculty to the Regents, which stated in part:

The Law Library, with the additions so munificently made

to it by Mr. Christian H. Buhl, of Detroit, now contains the

reports of all the States in the Union with the exception of the

States of Arkansas, Nebraska, North Carolina, South Caro-

lina, and Texas. The reports of the State of Kentucky, how-

ever, are quite incomplete . . . 5

A second letter, dated June 23, 1885, was presented to the Regents:

The Faculty of Law desire to call the attention of the Board

to the condition of the Law Library, and to the importance
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of making a sufficient appropriation to secure the current re-

ports for the ensuing year. The State Reports, so generously

presented to the Library by the Honorable C. H. Buhl of De-

troit, for the most part only come down to the year 1882, and

it is very desirable to obtain the reports which have been issued

since that time . . . 8

In spite of these representations, less than 2,000 volumes were added

to the Law Library between 1885-1886 and 1892-1893. It was not until

4 Id., pp. 540-41.

5 Id., pp. 536-37.

s8 Id., p. 553. Further evidence on the state of the Law Library appears in the re-

port of the University Librarian for 1885-1886 in which he stated: ". . During the

last part of last year it was represented to me by students that the statutes of the

different States were not possessed by the Law Library, and that there was frequent

need of them. It occurred to me that some of them might be given, on application,

and I accordingly wrote in the vacation to most of the State governments, asking for

copies of their Revised Statutes and Session Laws passed after the last revision, for

our Law Library, if they were accustomed, on solicitation, to send them to the libraries

of Law Schools. To about one-quarter of my applications there have been favorable

responses, and in reply to nearly all the others have come expressions of regret that

no law existed which made compliance possible. As the matter stands, the Revised

Statutes and Session Laws of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, New Hampshire, and

Illinois, Nevada and Rhode Island, have been received. Those of Maine and Massa-

chusetts are promised." Regents' Proceedings, 1886-1891, pp. 63-64.
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a bequest of $Io,ooo under the will of Christian Buhl was received

that any substantial additions were made."3 Some of the selections

made with the funds derived from this bequest appear in the report of

Raymond Davis, University Librarian, for 1896-1897, in which he

stated:

There were added to the Law Library 1,785 volumes. This

large increase over the acquisitions of former years is due to

purchases made with the Buhl bequest of $io,ooo.oo, of which

about $8,ooo.oo were expended. Inasmuch as these purchases

have been largely in the line of rare books and sets of books

that are of great value and interest I desired Mr. Vance, the

Law Librarian, to make a brief report in regard to them. He

reports as follows:

"During the past year important and valuable additions have

been made to the Law Library. These additions have consisted

of such English, Irish, and Canadian reports as were necessary

to make the respective sets complete; also of a full set each of

the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia reports, and a very full

collection of the Scotch reports. These additions have made

the library so far complete that almost the whole body of the

case law may be found upon any given point from the earliest

time to the present-from the Year Books to the current de-
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cisions of the English courts. The Library also contains prac-

tically complete sets of the decisions of the Courts of all the

states, the reports of the Supreme Court of the United States

of which there are the official edition, and the Lawyers' Co-

operative edition, and also the reports of the other courts of the

United States as reported in official editions, and in the

'Federal Cases,' and in the Federal Reporter.

["]This statement shows that the library provides the

means necessary for original investigation, and assures the

student that he will find everything in the shape of case law

that he seeks."

This state of completeness of the collection to which Mr.

Vance refers, results, as I have already said, from the expendi-

ture of the Buhl bequest. A very careful study of the needs

of the library was made, and these it was found possible to

supply to a great extent."

s8 At a meeting of the Board of Regents on November 24, 1895, the following reso-

lution was adopted: "That a committee of four consisting of the Dean of the Law

Department, the Librarian of the University and Professors Kirchner and Mechem

be appointed to select and purchase books, from time to time, for the Law Library

with the fund derived from the bequest of $1o,ooo by C. H. Buhl, of Detroit." Regents'

Proceedings, 1891-1896, p. 557.

38 Regents' Proceedings, 1896-19o0, pp. 125-26.
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In 1898, the Law Library was moved to the second floor of the Law

Building, after the structure itself had been rebuilt.39

On July I1, 1899, the Regents appointed Victor H. Lane, then

Fletcher Professor of Law, as Law Librarian.40 This was in addition

to his instructional duties, to which Lane continued to devote most of

his attention.4 On October I I, 1899 Joseph H. Vance's title was

changed to Assistant Law

Librarian.42 Originally appointed in 1883

with an annual salary of $25o,4" his salary was increased by degrees

until in 1893 he received $1200.44 In the meantime, however, the

Regents had resolved on September 29, 1889:

That it is hereby made a part of the duties of the Law

Librarian to render such assistance as may be required by the

Law Faculty, to the Dean of the Law Department, in the

matter of the correspondence of that Department, and to the

Law Faculty in connection with the Moot Court Cases.45

Apparently, Vance had no assistance of any kind until 1894, when the

Regents appropriated $1oo for "Assistants in the Law Library." 46 He

died in December 1900 'T and on January 17, 1901, Gertrude E. Wood-

ard was appointed Assistant Law Librarian.48

39 See Chapter X, supra.

40 Regents' Proceedings, 1896-1901, p. 392.

41 Hobart Coffey, "The Law Library," The University of Michigan: An Encyclo-
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pedic Survey (1956), p. 1399.

42 Regents' Proceedings, 1896-1901, p. 433.

43 Regents' Proceedings, 1881-1886, p. 417.

* Regents' Proceedings, i891-1896, p. 222.

45Regents' Proceedings, 1886-1891, p. 339.

46 Regents' Proceedings, 1891-1896, p. 377.

47 Regents' Proceedings, 1896-1901, p. 715. In the annual report of the University

Librarian for 90oo-19oI, appeared the following: "It seems proper in this place to

allude to the death in December, 9goo, of Joseph H. Vance, who was for so many

years connected with the Law Library, and who in the earlier years of the University

had rendered other service. He was ignorant of library economy and its multitudinous

details, but he was the model reference librarian. Professor Knowlton, in his sketch

of him in the Alumnus for February, says 'In my judgment, he answered more ques-

tions in law and regarding books of law than any other man ever connected with our

department.' I have heard repeatedly similar statements from law students. And this

effective aid that he rendered was rendered with a kindliness that was an incentive to

a man to learn. I am glad that there has been on all hands a recognition of his worth."

48 Gertrude Woodard was the first trained librarian employed by the Law Library.

According to Raymond Davis, the University Librarian, Victor Lane, the Law Li-

brarian, reported in 1901 that the "skillful and intelligent work" of Miss Woodard "is

always to be commended." Regents' Proceedings, 1896-1901, p. 715. Hobart Coffey,

"The Law Library," The University of Michigan: An Encyclopedic Survey (1956),

p. 1399, stated that Miss Woodard was "a woman of unusual ability and tireless energy.

She started an accurate record of accessions-the first the Library had ever had; she
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Although Victor Lane took little active part in the administration

of the Law Library, Gertrude Woodard until her departure in 1915

did much to offset Lane's preoccupation with other matters. In 1910

Henry Moore Bates was appointed Dean, and began to evidence a

genuine concern with the library and its development. According to

Hobart Coffey, Director of the Law Library at the close of the period

1859-1959:

A large part of the credit for the development of the Library

during this period [i.e., that of Lane's appointment as Law

Librarian] must go to Dean Henry M. Bates, who had been

at one time librarian to the Chicago Law Institute, and who

brought to Michigan a genuine appreciation of the value of

research material in a library. Although his own time was, of

necessity, given largely to teaching and to the administration

of the Law School, he showed from the beginning a keen per-

sonal interest in the development of the law collection, and

saw to it that his colleagues obtained the materials necessary

for their research.9

A major step forward in Bates' plans for a great law library was

made in 1925 when Hobart Coffey was appointed Assistant Law Librar-

ian. In 1926, Coffey was made Law Librarian and in 1927 Professor

of Law and Law Librarian. In 1944, he was made Director of the Law
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Library. Since the Law Library moved ahead at a rapid rate in the

post-1925 period, a summary of its development prior to that time

seems desirable. According to Coffey:

During the early period of development of most American

law libraries litle attention seems to have been given to the im-

portance of statutory material. Judicial decisions were re-

garded as law, but the same could hardly be said for the acts of

legislatures. At Michigan no effort to collect statutes seems to

have been made before 1886. In that year the Dean was able

to secure as gifts the latest compilations of statutes for about

one-fourth of the states. No organized effort was made to

secure the early statutes or session laws of the states until

almost twenty years later. By that time many of the old laws

had become very scarce, and copies could be acquired only at

considerable cost in effort and money. The accession records

for the period show, however, that all statutory material was

also began work on the Library's first catalogue. In addition to those duties Miss

Woodard did all of the ordering, assisted in the selection of materials, and worked at

times at the reference desk."

49 Hobart Coffey, supra note 41 at 1399.
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selected with the greatest care and discrimination. One may

regret that more money could not have been provided for staff

and books in those early days, but at the same time one must

admit that somehow the foundations were laid for a truly great

collection.

Although Harvard began to collect foreign law materials as

early as 1841, our Law Library seems to have had few, if any,

books dealing with foreign law until about 1897, when part of

the Buhl bequest is said to have been used for the purchase of

foreign material. The accession records, which began in 1900,

reveal that the "foreign material" referred to was books

(principally statutes and court decisions) for England and

her colonies. Because of the common-law background of most

British possessions we should today scarcely regard their legal

materials as "foreign." No works on German, French, or

Italian law appear in our accession records until the first two

decades of the twentieth century, and there were very few of

those. Even as late as 1920 the foreign law collection occupied

only a few shelves in the workroom of the order department.

Between 1920 and 1925 three large foreign libraries were

purchased: the Star Hunt Collection of Spanish and Mexican

Law; the Heinrich Lammasch Collection, devoted largely to
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international law; and the Viollet Collection, which for the

most part related to French law and legal history . .

No attempt seems to have been made to acquire an interna-

tional law section until about 1919, when Edwin DeWitt

Dickinson was added to the staff of the Law School. Profes-

sor Dickinson, whose main interest had been public and private

international law, immediately recognized the inadequacy or,

in fact, the almost total lack of books and documents in his

field. He prepared bibliographies and want lists and was in-

strumental in helping the Library to acquire many of the

important and fundamental source materials in international

law and relations. The systematic effort begun in 1919 has

been continued through succeeding years and has resulted in

the University's having the most complete collection to be

found west of the Atlantic seaboard. It has attracted scholars

not only from this country but from many other parts of the

world.

Professor Joseph Horace Drake, a member of the Law

School faculty from 1907 to 1930, had a lively interest in both

Roman and Comparative Law. In 1923-24, while on a leave

of absence in Europe, spent principally in Germany and

France, he helped the Library to acquire its first important ma-

terials from those countries ... .o

50 Id., pp. 1400-or.
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Beginning in 1920-1921, the annual reports filed by Dean Bates with

the President deal specifically with the Law Library and its affairs, a

practice followed by E. Blythe Stason when he succeeded Dean Bates in

1939. These provide a year-by-year record of the development of the

library, showing the increase in the number of books, the extension

into new areas of specialization, and the changes in the physical housing

of the library itself.

It should be recalled that in 1925 the Law Building, later known as

Haven Hall, housed the classrooms, library, and administrative offices

of the Law School. Although alterations and additions had been made,

the nucleus and greater portion of the building had been erected in 1863.

It was not fireproof and was supported almost entirely on wooden beams

and joists. In his 1924-1925 report, Bates noted:

a . . I need not labor the point that this situation brings

danger of a most serious character to the lives of the occupants

of the building and to our very valuable library.

Our books are now scattered through four floors of the

building and in ten different rooms, most of which have been

converted from lecture rooms, debating society rooms, and

attic space, into quarters that cannot be dignified with the name

of library rooms. They are at best but poor stack rooms, in-

adequately lighted, separated by flights of stairs and long
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lengths of hall; and many of them we could not possibly reach

in case of fire. This situation makes anything like either a logi-

cal or a convenient arrangement of the books impossible, and

many thousand volumes are now, to all intents and purposes

unavailable either for students or for members of the Faculty.

The present shelf space is occupied to its limit and only by

putting shelves in rooms heretofore deemed too dark and

otherwise ill-adapted can we provide for the normal increase of

our library for the next year and a half or two years, at the

most. With the books thus scattered and with no elevator or

dummy lift, the labor of transferring books from the stacks

to the places of use is arduous and expensive.

We have not adequate quarters for our small library staff

and there is urgent need of increasing the staff at once. We

are unable to keep pace in cataloguing our accessions and are

now several thousands of volumes in arrears in that respect.

We have been forced gradually to encroach upon the one

reading room of our library by installing stacks to take care of

our books. This has cut our accommodations for students

far below a tolerable limit.

We have no safe place in which to keep our rare and valuable

books, of which we have many hundreds. In short, the whole

library is at the mercy of the first fire started; and not only
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would the financial loss in such case be very great, but several

hundreds of our volumes are either absolutely irreplaceable,

or could only be replaced at a prohibitory cost."

Improvement in the housing of the Law Library did not occur for

several years, but the advantages accruing from the appointment of

Hobart Coffey as Law Librarian were commented upon in Bates'

1926-1927 report when he stated:

For the first time the Law School has had the benefit of the

services of one giving his full time to the development of the

Library. The Library staff was also increased by the addition

of trained librarians. The great benefit to the whole School

by reason of this reorganization of the Library staff became

apparent at once. With a smaller Library staff it had been

found impossible to do much more than catalogue the routine

books. We were years behind in this respect, as to our foreign

books, of which we had acquired great numbers during recent

years. This work has now been brought up nearly to date.

Other improvements, as in equipment, service rendered in the

Library, and the more economical purchase of books, have all

become apparent.52

With adequate staffing of the Law Library, the Librarian was able

to consider the long-run objectives of the collection. In the 1927-1928
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report to the President, Bates noted:

Considerable progress was made during the past year in

completing our collection of early American statute law, and

the reports of public utilities commissions, and in building

up our collection of foreign statutes, reports, and periodicals.

The Librarian spent three months in Europe during the early

summer, buying material in the field of international and com-

parative law.

The broadening conception of the objectives of the Law

School and of the methods of instruction, calls for a cor-

responding development of the library. Specifically, this will

mean, among other things, a very large increase in our collec-

tion of books upon foreign law, administrative law, inter-

national law, criminology, and statute law. While our library

has been considerably augmented in all of these fields, during

the last few years, it should be said that the leading schools

throughout the country have very greatly increased the rate

51 President's Report, 1924-1925, p. II8. It should be noted that the old Law Build-

ing, renamed Haven Hall and used by several departments of the College of Literature,

Science, and the Arts, was destroyed by fire on June 6, 1950.

52 President's Report, 1926-1927, pp. I1I-II.
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at which they are developing their libraries, and we have not

more than kept pace with such schools . . .03

As described in Chapters X and XI, in 1929 William W. Cook an-

nounced his intention of erecting a Legal Research Building for the

Law School. Work was commenced thereon, but it was not until Bates'

report to the President for 1930-1931 that he was able to state:

During the last days of the academic year our great col-

lection of law books was moved into the magnificent, new

Legal Research Library, given to the University by Mr. Cook.

The work was smoothly and effectively performed by Mr.

Hobart R. Coffey, Librarian, and his efficient staff. The com-

pletion of the new library building and the moving of our

books into it are causes of great relief, for thus an end was

put to the stalking fear of fire, which might easily have

destroyed the whole collection in the old building. Moreover,

30 to 40 per cent of the collection was unavailable for use in

the old building, which was altogether too small to house the

collection . . . .

The change gave immediate impetus to the work of all the

departments of the School . . . .

It is believed that the plan of this building embodies every

desirable provision for the work of a law school. Much of
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the satisfactory arrangement and detail is due to the capable

and conscientious supervision of Mr. Stason, who has repre-

sented the Law Faculty in the work of planning.

We now have, including unaccessioned material, between

ninety and one hundred thousand volumes and, in addition,

several thousand pamphlets and many duplicate volumes which

are being held for exchange or as replacements. This indicates

a very large increase in the number of volumes over the figure

given in my last report. This is due to the fact that it has been

our policy not to count as part of our collection any material

not accessioned and catalogued. Thousands of volumes had

accumulated in the old building which we were unable to

dispose of in this way."5

The story of the development of a library has many aspects. In order

to touch upon as many as possible in the years between the removal to

the Legal Research Building and the end of the 1859-1959 period il-

lustrative extracts have been selected from reports made by Hobart

Coffey, Director of the Law Library, or by the Dean of the Law School.

53 President's Report, 1927-1928, p. 112.

"4 President's Report, 1930-1931, pp. I0o-II.
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In 1935-1936, Dean Bates included in his annual report to the Presi-

dent "substantially all of Librarian Coffey's report to me":

On July I, 1936, the Law Library contained 123,989

volumes. Accessions for the year amounted to 6,473. 229

volumes were withdrawn, making our net accessions 6,244.

This represents an increase of 730 volumes over the number

accessioned in 1934-35.

Of the 6,244 volumes added, 4,972 were purchased, 346

were gifts, 73 were exchanges, and I,082 were bound.

The total attendance in the reading room was 225,239, an

increase of 25,459 over the previous year. During the past

five years our reading room attendance has more than doubled.

The open shelf and desk circulation for 1935-36 was 196,-

899, a decrease of 5,823 over the preceding year. The decrease

may partly be accounted for by the fact that we now have more

books such as law reviews, etc., on the open shelves. Students,

after using these, return them to the shelves, and they are

hence not counted in our books used.

In the field of American law, we have kept up to date with

the statutes, digests, reports, and the principal treatises. As in

the past we have continued to strengthen our holdings in the

field of American statute law. We were particularly fortunate
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in securing some early laws of Arkansas, California, and

Colorado; a long run of Connecticut Acts; seven volumes of

early Delaware laws; the Massachusetts Acts of 1746, 1747,

and 1748; Acts of New Jersey, 1777, 1778, 1779, and 1806;

and Acts of New Hampshire, I8oi, 1804, 1816, and 1823.

Our collection of attorneys'-general reports, bar association

proceedings, and reports of public utility commissions, are now

not far from complete.

In the Canadian field we added the laws of Nova Scotia,

1854-57, 1869, and the Revised Statutes of 1859; and the ses-

sion laws of Lower Canada of 1795. Important accessions of

British Colonial material were the following: Cape of Good

Hope, Eastern District Reports, 22 vols., 1897-1910; West

Griqualand Reports, 5 vols., 1910-33.

Our purchasing in the field of foreign law was very much

restricted because of the low value of the dollar on the foreign

exchange market. Some purchases were made, however, in

those countries where the exchange was not too much against

us. In view of the recent revaluation of certain European cur-

rencies we shall be able again to buy foreign material at rea-

sonable prices.

The outstanding acquisition of the year was the library of

Francesco Carrera, sometime Professor of Law in the Uni-

versity of Pisa. This library, comprising more than 1,400

volumes, is largely devoted to legal history, public law, and
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criminal law. Included are many early editions of the works

of Italian jurists and also many works of early French,

Spanish, and Dutch writers. The collection as a whole is

excellently bound and well preserved. Its acquisition has en-

riched our collection to an extraordinary degree.

Through a New York dealer the Library last year secured

one item to add to our incunabula: Antonius Archiepa

Florentii: Incipit tractatus notabilis. Florence, 1474.

The Law Library at present receives 650 periodicals.

Among the serial publications added to the Library during

the past year are the following:

Camerino. Universita. Annali dell' Universita di Cainerino.

1926-1935. 9 vols.

Lackawanna legal news. 1895-1903. 8 vols.

Leipziger zeitschrift fir deutsches recht. 1907-1930. 24 vols.

Nagpur law journal (India). 1918-1933. 17 vols.

New South Wales weekly notes. 1884-1934. 51 in 25 vols.

Oudh weekly notes. 1922-1934. 13 in 12 vols.

Societe d'histoire du droit normand. Bibliotheque. 191o-

1931, 11 vols.

Revista de derecho privado. 1913-1934. 21 vols.

Travancore law journal. 1911-1934. 24 vols.
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Two items for which we had been searching for years

turned up last year and were bought at very reasonable prices.

They were:

Livermore, Samuel. Dissertations on the questions which arise

from the contrariety of the positive laws of different states

and nations. New Orleans, 1828.

Malynes, Gerard. Consuetudo vel lex mercatoria. London,

1636.

We were fortunate in being able to add a number of im-

portant items to our collection of Russian material dealing

with the history and law of the Empire. Among these items

are the proceedings of the State Duma; the reports of the

Council of State; and a nearly complete collection of the vari-

ous editions of the Russian Codes. One item of importance

dealing with the law of the new regime was secured: the offi-

cial journal of the Soviet Commissariat of Justice.

We have secured a complete file of the proceedings of the

various state conventions which ratified the Twenty-First

Amendment to the Federal Constitution. The importance of

this material seems to have been generally overlooked. In

many instances the proceedings had not been printed, and in

some cases state officials reported that the record had disap-

peared. Eventually we were able to procure typed or photostat

copies of all the proceedings. Our set is probably the only

complete one in America.
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Our collection of British government documents has been

enriched by the addition of all the British Royal Commission

reports dealing with legal questions, and by a great number of

official documents relating to the new Indian constitution.

The completed cataloging for 1935-36 amounts to 3,676

titles representing 7,835 volumes. This does not take into ac-

count some 400 items from the Carrera library purchase,

which require more time for painstaking research than the

staff, as at present constituted, has been able to award them,

although the initial work has been done, making the volumes

available on the shelves.

During the year twelve exhibits of legal material were pre-

pared by Miss Esther Betz, Assistant Law Librarian. These

exhibits, which are placed in the reading room and the lower

corridor of the Library, have attracted a great deal of atten-

tion from our own students, as well as from students and

faculty in other departments of the University.55

With the outbreak of the war in Europe, shipments of legal materials

diminished and then ceased. Some books continued to arrive from the

British Dominions and Colonies, but in the light of world conditions

increased attention began to be paid to acquisitions in the field of South

American law. Writing in 1939-1940, Dean Stason reported:
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. . . We have been fortunate in securing several valuable

sets of laws, decisions, and periodicals of certain South

American countries which hitherto have not been available

to us. We hope to continue developing this field. Ours is the

only library outside of those on the Atlantic seaboard possess-

ing any considerable collection of South American legal ma-

terials. Especially in view of the growing interest in Western

Hemisphere affairs and in view of our research activities in

Latin-American law, the need of expanding this part of the

library collection is apparent."8

In the same vein, he noted in 1943-1944:

. . . Visitilg scholars from certain South American coun-

tries now report that our holdings are frequently more com-

plete than those in their own libraries at home.57

While the library staff was curtailed during the war, its activity

continued. In 1943-1944, Stason stated:

Although accessions increased by nearly one-third, the work

of the library was accomplished with a reduced staff of senior

5s President's Report, 1935-1936, pp. 93-95.

58 President's Report, 1939-1940, p. I16.

57 President's Report, 1943-1944, p. 106.
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employees and with immature and inexperienced student help.

It goes without saying that, while the most essential work was

taken care of, many important activities had to be put aside.

* * * * *

Considerable progress has been made in selecting material

and preparing want lists against the day when the European

market will again be open. Much more work of this character

needs to be done, because the opening of the European sources

of supply will bring with it severe competition for the ma-

terials available. The supply is bound to be greatly restricted

because of the wholesale destruction of English and European

libraries and book houses.

The library continued during the year to provide space for

the Judge Advocate General's School, and accommodations

in the reading room for servicemen in Japanese language

courses.58

Four years later, in 1947-1948, while the Law School was coping

with the post-war enrollment increase, Dean Stason noted the rise in

the number of users, the problems faced by the staff, and then dealt

with the accessions purchased with appropriations from the Lawyers

Club of the University:

. . . Pursuant to a condition in the deed of gift to the effect
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that the net income of the Club shall be devoted to legal re-

search, the Board of Governors of the Club appropriates from

time to time substantial sums of money for the purchase of

books for the Law Library for use primarily in furtherance

of the research program. Such purchases supplement in valua-

ble measure the part of the collection purchased from general

funds provided by the Board of Regents for the regular

maintenance of the working collection of the library. To il-

lustrate the type of purchases made possible through this

means during the year 1947-48, the Lawyers Club appropria-

tion, consisting of $Io,ooo, together with about $3,000 of

"carry-over" from the preceding year, has been utilized to

acquire a number of valuable items for our already notable

collection of early American session laws, several volumes for

our practically complete collection of early American consti-

tutional convention reports, a considerable list of valuable

early monographs and treatises, including three early editions

of Blackstone's Commentaries to add to our already numerous

editions of that famous work, a substantial number of early

English reports and digests not hitherto available in our

s Id., pp. 1o6-107.
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library, and a sizable group of several hundred items obtained

from the European market in the field of international,

Roman, and comparative law. Furthermore, important addi-

tions were made to our collection of foreign codes and statute

laws and foreign periodicals. All of these items are of use

primarily (but by no means exclusively) to the legal research

staff, and for that reason they conform with the expressed

intention of W. W. Cook, the donor of the Law Quadrangle,

when he stipulated that the net proceeds of the Lawyers Club

should be devoted to legal research at Michigan.59

In the same year, Stason commented on the work of the book selection

division of the library and its relation to the long-run objectives of the

Law Library:

. . .The work of our book selection division deserves

special mention. This has now been systematized and per-

fected in charge of one member of the staff, who devotes her

full time to the task. We can now say with assurance that the

coverage and selection of new accessions for the library is

decidedly superior, and, after all, the merit of any great col-

lection of books depends on the care and thought which has

gone into the original selection. There are, and probably al-

ways will be, larger collections of law books than our own.
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It may be said with due modesty, however, that there is no'law

collection'in the country which contains a larger amount of

useful materials more readily available."0

The policy of acquiring of materials dealing with "anthropological

jurisprudence," was touched on by Stason in 1950-1951:

More than twenty-five years ago Sir Paul Vinogradoff of

Oxford University, a leading authority on jurisprudence and

legal history, who spent some time with us as a visiting

lecturer, urged us to pay particular attention to works which

might be called "anthropological jurisprudence," that is, the

laws, customs, and usages of primitive peoples who are fast

disappearing from the earth. He felt that much could be

learned from these people, much that would explain the origin

and development of law. Following this counsel we have

bought a considerable quantity of such material from all parts

of the world, and in our own country we have concentrated

seriously on the laws of the American Indian tribes, as-

sembling a collection that is so nearly complete that new items

turn up only at rare intervals. This year, however, we have

59 President's Report, 1947-1948, p. 104.

60 Id., p. 0o5.
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been successful in obtaining several valuable additions to the

collection, including some rare and interesting items dealing

with the early history and laws of the Cherokees, Chickasaws,

Choctaws, and the Creek and Stockbridge nations."

Other types of legal materials acquired by the Law Library were

touched upon in Stason's report for the succeeding year, 1951-1952:

In the field of foreign common law we have purchased a few

valuable items which add considerably to the richness of our

collection of British Commonwealth material. They are re-

ports of cases decided in years gone by in the Bahamas, British

Guiana, Ceylon, New Guinea, and also a very interesting col-

lection from Scotland-the Exechequer Rolls of Scotland,

1264-1o98. This last item consists of twenty-three volumes.

In the field of civil law we have also made some notable ad-

ditions during the year. Altogether, we have obtained approxi-

mately 350 volumes of fundamental legal source materials for

Yugoslavia, a country hitherto almost unrepresented in our

Library. We have also purchased some items for Bosnia,

Serbia, and Finland, as well as a few on the laws of Hungary.

It has seemed desirable to buy Slavic materials wherever we

can discover them on the market because of the fact that the

Iron Curtain regulations make it extremely difficult to import
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such materials, and it is certain that in the future, whether we

are at war or in peace, we will have dealings with the Soviets

and their satellite countries. Turkey is another country that has

been almost completely lacking in representation in our Library

until the present year. This year we succeeded in purchas-

ing, through a dealer in Amsterdam, The Compilation of the

Laws of the Turkish Republic beginning with the day of the

proclamation-1923-and continuing to the present time. This

set includes thirty-one volumes.62

The remaining years of the 1859-1959 period saw the Law Library

continue its systematic growth under the directorship of Hobart Coffey.

The stack addition in 1955, described in Chapter X, relieved the over-

crowding of stacks and office and carrel space and also provided needed

facilities for the Library staff. It was, however, estimated that should

accessions continue at the rate in progress in 1958-1959, adequate stack

space would be exhausted by 1967.

In an account of the Law Library, written in 1954, Coffey, after

recognizing the importance of financial support to the Library's de-

61 President's Report, 1950-951, p. 108.

62 President's Report, 1951-1952, p. 116.
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velopment and after noting the significant contributions made by the

members of the Library staff,63 stated:

The achievements of a library can rarely be attributed

solely to the wisdom and competence of the director. With-

out generous support from the administration and without

a competent staff most libraries would make little progress.

Although the Law Library was never well supported during

the first sixty years of its history, appropriations for books and

staff over the past thirty years have been reasonably adequate.

A small amount of support from trust funds has supplemented

the regular University appropriations. Dean E. Blythe Stason

has continued the wise policies of his predecessor, Dean Henry

M. Bates, and has seen to it that the Library has received its

fair share of the funds available to the School.

No sketch of the Library would be complete without some

mention of the staff members who, while working quietly be-

hind the scenes, have contributed so much to the achievements

of the Library. Of these staff members, Gertrude E. Woodard,

already mentioned, was outstanding. She was succeeded as

Assistant Law Librarian by Elizabeth Beal Steere ('Io,

A.M.L.S. '30) who served until 1918. Miss Steere was fol-

lowed by Blanche E. Harroun who occupied the position until
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1924, when she was succeeded by H. Rebecca Wilson ('21,

A.M.L.S. '28). She served until 1927. In 1928 Esther Betz

('15, A.M.L.S. Mich. '29) was appointed Assistant Law

Librarian and has continued in that position until the present

time. Bessie Margaret Johnson (Park College '17), Chief

Reference Librarian, has served since 1929; H. Rebecca Wil-

son returned as Chief Order Librarian in 1931. Catherine

Maria Campbell ('15, A.M. '24), Chief Catalogue Librarian

began her work in the Library in 1924 [and was succeeded

in 1957 by George K. Boyce (Ph.D. '33, A.B.L.S. '37) ].4

While the Law Library in 1959 was a part of the University Library

system, it was operated as a part of the Law School, with its own

administration and staff. The Director was a member of the Law

Faculty and reported directly to the Dean and the Law Faculty. He

was aided by a committee of the Law Faculty and by a staff of techni-

cally trained assistants.

63 For a list of senior staff members of the Law Library, see Part II, XII: 4. In

1958-1959, the staff included the following positions: Director, Assistant Director, 5

catalog librarians, 3 circulation librarians, 5 order librarians, I reference librarian, i

documents librarian, I serials librarian, 2 bibliographers, 2 library assistants, i secre-

tary, 2 clerks, 2 typist clerks.

64 Coffey, supra note 41 at 1401.
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The Law Students' Handbook, distributed in 1958-1959, set out the

place of the Law Library in the law student's education. It informed the

student:

Finally, you will want to become familiar with the Law

Library, which in a very real sense is the lawyer's laboratory.

Learn to use the law reviews and the index to legal periodicals,

the encyclopedias, the Digest System for finding cases, the

annotated cases, the statutes, and the other useful tools of the

law student and lawyer. . . . Do a reasonable amount of col-

lateral reading of law reviews and other items as suggested by

the instructors in your courses and by the notes in your case-

book. However, don't turn to the Law Library until you have

worked with the casebook material yourself, doing what you

can to put the cases together so that they "make sense." Then

go to the Law Library to see what others make out of that area

of the law. Trying to "tie in" such reading with the ideas you

develop from your cases and classwork and discussion with

other students will make it much more valuable to you. More-

over, if you can possibly find the time, get into the habit of

doing at least a little reading in legal fields not required in con-

nection with your courses. Spend at least a little time on legal

biography, on books or articles regarding the relationship of
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law to government, or politics, or history, or business and

economic life, or psychology, or philosophy, or any of the

other fields outside the strict law itself. Such semi-recreational

reading in the Law Library's vast stock of materials will prove

of interest and value, and help to correlate what you are

learning in Law School with your prior studies in college

and with the world outside the law."

One of the lesser known aspects of the Law Library's development

has been the steady acquisition of significant legal incunabula. As of

January I, 1959, there were fifty-seven such volumes listed in the

Library's catalogue.

The earliest record of any periodicals received by the Law Library

appeared in the report for 1883-1884 filed with the Board of Regents

by the University Librarian. He stated: "Eight Journals are taken,

three of which are sent gratuitously." " The number of periodicals re-

ceived did not increase appreciably for many years, and. by 1900-1901

only eighteen were taken. In 1922-1923, just prior to Hobart Coffey's

appointment as Law Librarian, the Library received seventy. Twelve

65 Law Students' Handbook (1957), P. 15.

66 Regents' Proceedings, 1881-1885, p. 510.
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years later, the number had increased to six hundred and six. In 1943-

1944, the last year in which the periodicals were distinguished from

serials, the Library records show that 1,078 were received, while in

1957-1958, a total of 3,848 serials was listed.

Faced with the constant problem of pressure on stack space and the

increasing volume of legal publications, the Law Library turned to

microfilm as a partial solution in a limited number of situations. The

first microfilm reader was acquired in the latter part of the nineteen

thirties. The microfilm collection, including records and briefs of the

federal courts, copies of rare books, or of manuscript collections, proved

useful to the Law Faculty and to graduate students pursuing inde-

pendent research. The reading equipment and most of the microfilm

reels were housed in a specially equipped room in the Legal Research

Building.

The foundation of the Law Library's manuscript collection was laid

in 1932 when the Michigan Supreme Court ordered its files and bound

volumes of records during the territorial and early statehood period

turned over to the Michigan Historical Commission which then de-

posited them with William Wirt Blume in the Legal Research Building.

In 1933 by a similar arrangement with the Wayne Coufty Circuit

Court, the records of the courts of Common Pleas and Quarter Sessions,

held in Wayne County between 1796 and 1805 were deposited with
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Professor Blume as well as other court records for Wayne County prior

to 1836. The collection was further increased by the deposit in 1941

of the few surviving original records of the court of the "additional

judge for the territory of Michigan" sitting at Michilimackinac and by

photoduplications of the transactions of the same court sitting at Green

Bay and at Prairie du Chien and Mineral Point. In 1942 microfilm

copies of the files and bound volumes of the Circuit Court of Wayne

County, Territory of Michigan, prior to 1837, were added. In 1958,

photostat copies of the files and bound volumes of the Probate Court of

Wayne County between 1796 and 1817 were acquired. These photo-

graphic duplications were made possible by grants made under the

William Cook Endowment Income.

In 1956, on petition of the Michigan Historical Commission, Ira B.

Jayne, Presiding Judge of the Circuit Court for Wayne County, ordered

the depository for such court records as had originated in Wayne

County, changed from Blume to the Law Library of the University of

Michigan. The entire collection, including the original records, photo-

stats, microfilms, indices, card catalogues, and miscellaneous additional
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information accumulated by Blume, were housed in the Archives Room

in one of'the towers of the Legal Research Building.67

SDuring the latter months of 1957, the Planning Committee of the

Law Faculty requested Hobart Coffey to prepare memoranda dealing

with the probable development of the Law Library for the following

ten to fifteen years. Because Coffey's reports throw considerable light

on procedures and policies of the Library at the close of the 1859-

1959 period, certain extracts have been selected for incorporation.

The first memorandum, dealing with library holdings, annual acces-

sions, and stack capacity, stated:

Herewith the information requested by your chairman:

I. Library holdings as of November I, 1957, 278,802.

These are actual, honest-to-God volumes. All books with-

drawn because they are obsolete or worn out are deducted from

the final count.

2. Our stack capacity (reading room and Hutchins Hall in-

cluded) is estimated to be about 360,000 volumes. If all space

could be filled-an impossibility except in a dead collection-

the stacks might hold 370,000 or more.

3. Our annual accessions range from about 8,000 to o,000o.

'For the next two or three years I estimate that the annual

growth will be around 8,000. Thereafter, if funds are avail-
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able, annual accessions-will go up, probably to around 9,000.

4. We estimate six law volumes to the running foot.

Actually, we get more than six in certain collections. A fair

estimate is six and one-half. Thus we use up from 1,2oo to

1,500 running feet per year. In terms of sections or ranges we

actually spread out over more than 1,500 feet because some

shelves have to be left vacant-sometimes whole sections-to

permit expansion without having to shift a whole stack level.

5. We probably have space left for approximately 80,ooo

volumes .. 8

In the second memorandum, Coffey touched upon other matters and

then dealt with the policy of the Law Library in the development of its

foreign law collection:

I estimate that accessions which fall outside the field of

Anglo-American Law now account for at least 55 per cent of

our annual additions, and that these cost us about 40 per cent

of the annual budget. Foreign books, by and large, cost us

67 See Part II, XII: 5 for a list of these archives.

68 Attachment No. 6, Nov. 20, 1957, Report of the Planning Committee, March 5,

1958, accepted March 21, 1958.
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somewhat less per volume than American and British ma-

terials.

We are now acquiring materials for all countries of West-

ern Civilization, and some materials for countries outside

of that category. Our aim has been to acquire the basic ma-

terials for every country. The easy work has all been done,

and we are now engaged, in the difficult and the impossible. It

is reasonable to suppose that each succeeding year will show a

somewhat larger percentage of our accessions devoted to

countries outside the United States and the British Com-

monwealth; and with this will come a somewhat higher per-

centage of the book fund spent on materials outside the com-

mon law orbit.

To insure that there is no misunderstanding on one point, let

me say that the development of the foreign law collection has

not been the result of a whim or caprice on the part of the di-

rector. The decision to go outside the common law area was

made as early as 1924. The responsibility for the decision

rested with Dean Henry M. Bates and his advisers. The

policy laid down at that early time has had the support of the

present dean and the few members of the faculty actively in-

terested in the foreign and international law fields. To say
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that the program has had the approval or support of all mem-

bers of the faculty would be an exaggeration. It is only fair,

however, to say that the program has met with no active op-

position on the part of faculty members. I can also say that

the Regents and University administration have been aware of

our program and have supported it generously.

This is not the time or place to enter into a detailed exposi-

tion or analysis of what we have thus far accomplished in the

development of our collection of foreign materials. A brief

statement will have to suffice. For each country we have en-

tered, we have tried to acquire first of all the basic materials-

constitutions, statutes, codes, commentaries on the codes.

court reports, leading periodicals, the publications of learned

societies, and important treatises. We began with the larger

and more important countries of Western Civilization-'Ger-

many, France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Belgium, and Hol-

laid. Later we started to build collections for the Scanda-

navian countries. Beginning about 1938 we pushed into the

South American and Central American field. Russia, the

Balkan countries, and the states of the Near, Middle, and Far

East have not been entirely neglected, but the materials we

have for those countries are often sparse and incomplete. If

we continue with our foreign law acquisitions program, our

next areas of concentration must be Russia, the Balkans, and
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the Orient. It is hardly necessary to speak here of the difficul-

ties that confront us even in ascertaining what has been pub-

lished in countries such as Albania or Iran, for example. The

difficulties of evaluating materials and securing them once we

know what we want are enormous, particularly in those coun-

tries where the export book trade is poorly organized or

even non-existent. Fortunately for us the materials which we

still lack are probably of far less importance than those we have

already secured.

There is no very exact standard by which our collection can

be measured against the half-dozen other similar collections

in the world. Numbers of volumes are only one criterion, and

probably not the most important one. Completeness and

usability are important considerations. Harvard and the

Library of Congress are undoubtedly superior to Michigan.

I suspect that Michigan may be ahead of Yale and Columbia

in some respects, but certainly not all. The Los Angeles

County Bar library is outstanding, at least in the West. There

are no other libraries of consequence so far as foreign law is

concerned.

It is doubtful that any library in England, or any library on

the continent has anything to compare with the Michigan

collection, though certain foreign libraries are strong in the
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holdings of their own countries and in certain special fields.

Without being unduly immodest, I think we are safe in saying

that Michigan is one of the three or four great law libraries

of the world. Foreign scholars who have worked here have

been unanimous in their praise. I am told that it is a common-

place among scholars in Brazil that the best place to study

Brazilian law is not Rio, but Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Our Michigan foreign law program for undergraduate and

graduate students appears still to be in an amorphous state.

I think it is likely to remain that way for a long time to come.

While this may be regrettable from many points of view, I do

not think it is very important from the standpoint of library

development. Our foreign collection-and much of the Anglo-

American collection as well-has been acquired for research

purposes, for the aid of the scholar rather than for ordinary

classroom needs. Indeed, our type of library could never be

justified if our only purpose or our main purpose were to serve

the student body. I have no doubt whatever that institutions

such as Virginia, Iowa, and Oklahoma serve their undergradu-

ates quite as satisfactorily as Michigan. They may even do a

better job. Still, what makes a library great is not the posses-

sion of the books which everyone else will have. It is the

ownership of the volume which is called for only once in ten
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years-the volume which will be found in the top-ranking

library, but probably nowhere else.69

When William Cook offered to erect a Legal Research Building,

to house the Law Library and to provide facilities for legal research, he

altered the course of development of the Michigan Law Library. The

Law Faculty were able to look beyond the immediate needs of the under-

graduate law student and to think in terms of scholarly research and

the materials this demanded.

In A Book of the Law Quadrangle, published in 1934, this statement

appeared:

It is hoped eventually to have a collection of law books

which will permit scholars to do research work in any field

of law, regardless of country or period."7

At the close of the 1859-1959 period much had been done toward attain-

ing that objective.

69 Attachment No. 7, Dec. 5, Report of the Planning Committee (1958).
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70 A Book of the Law Quadrangle (1934), p. 43.

